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AMX Architectural Connectivity:
Perfecting the Perfect Meeting
For a meeting to be perfect,
people need a convenient way to
connect mobile devices to the
system and share their content.
This is not as simple as it seems, as
evidenced by the countless
conference rooms you see with
cables strewn across the table or
hanging in tangles underneath.
That’s why AMX developed the
industry’s most effective and
flexible architectural connectivity
solution: HydraPort®.
CLEAN AND SIMPLE
HydraPorts provide a simple way to connect AV control, network
and power directly from the conference table – with an elegant
form factor that complements any room. Just plug in your laptop,
USB memory stick or other mobile device, and you’re connected.
All HydraPorts are designed to avoid unsightly cables above and
below the table so your conference room or classroom always
sports a professional look.
HydraPorts are fully modular, allowing you to configure each one
for that room’s specific connectivity needs. AMX offers all the
HydraPort Flush-Mount
popular
connection
modules,
Connectivity Solution
including Ethernet, USB, HDMI, VGA
and AC power. The modular assembly makes it easy to change
connections as needs evolve, and makes HydraPort® future proof
for connection types that have yet to be developed.
HydraPort Flush-Mount models include the 6-module HPX 600, the
9-module HPX 900 and the 12-module HPX 1200. The elegant,
flush-mount design in the HPX 600, 900 and 1200 conveniently
opens in both directions providing a clean, unobtrusive look. In the
16-module HPX-1600 Retractable Connectivity Solution, the entire
unit retracts into and out of the table with a gentle touch.
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IN CONTROL
In addition to connection modules, you can install Metreau keypads or
Novara ControlPads directly in the HydraPort and control the room from
the conference table. This is ideal for smaller rooms like Huddle spaces
that lack a touch panel, or rooms with large tables where you want
additional control points. The HydraPort supports the entire size range of
keypads and ControlPads for ultimate flexibility.
LET ME RETRACT THAT

HydraPort Retractable
Cable Module

Metreau
7-Button Keypad

New for 2013 are the HydraPort Retractable Cable Modules for HDMI,
RGB with Audio, DisplayPort and Ethernet. These ingeniously
designed modules organize and hide cables beneath virtually any type
of conference table, including narrow tables and those with glass
surfaces, and are 85% smaller than competing solutions. These
modules come with high quality flat cables already installed to ensure
the absolute best picture or video quality from a smaller sized
package. Just pull out the cable you need, connect your device and
share your content. When the meeting’s over, disconnect the cable,
push a button – and the cable smoothly retracts into the HydraPort.
You’re leaving the table neat and clean for the next meeting.

THE RIGHT SOLUTION FOR ANY ROOM
Whether you are outfitting the most sophisticated boardroom, the most technologically
advanced conference room or the smallest collaborative space, AMX has an architectural
connectivity solution to meet your needs. Visit automate.amx.com to learn more.
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